[Development of the ESCAP-CDV as measuring tool for the assessment of quality of life in prostatic cancer].
The current following of oncological patients is based in a biopsychosocial model where in addition to evaluate the response to treatment, the interval free of illness and the global survival it includes the functional capacity and the psychosocial charge the illness causes in patients. Nowadays, different treatments have improved the survival, therefore the number of years of inability increase. It creates a new variable, the quality of life related to health (QLRH) that valves the individual respond to the physical, mental and social effects that health or illness produces on patients daily life. To establish the QLRH as an instrument of measure is needed. In Spain there isn't any validated instrument for the evaluation of it in patients with prostate cancer. We have developed the ESCAP-CDV (Quality of Life study on prostate cancer) an instrument elaborated by an interdisciplinary group made of urologist, psichologists and a doctor specialized in family medicine expert in psychometric validation of scales. We evaluate multiple dimensions of quality of life in a questionnaires autoadministed.